Kavita Radheshyam rocks her first solo New Year eve show, Refuses Kamasutra 3D
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At the time where Sunny Leone, Parineeti Chopra were performing on New Year Eve gala
events, Kavita Radheshyam did her First-Ever-Solo new year's show called 'Bollywood Nights'
at Mumbai's suburbia. The show was partnered by Perfect Woman magazine, Cinemax and
Radio City and powered by My Holidays.

The show was packed by an 'Over' house-full capacity of more than 2 Lakhs crowd. Kavita
danced to the songs such as 'Munni badnaam huyee', Babuji zara dheeray chalo' and with the
'Once-More' demand of Kareena Kapoor's 'Fevicol Se' from the latest Salman Khan starrer
'Dabangg 2'. The show was also accompanied by celebs such as Srkanth Maski (Of Star One's
Great Indian Laughter Challenge and Hans Baliye) and child star Amey Pandya (Of Surf Excel
fame). The very excited Kavita revealed "This is the best birthday gift i have ever received in my
life. Since it's 31st December and my Birthday, I am very happy and excited for my first ever
solo Bollywood Show."

After refusing the wild card entry in Bigg Boss season 6, We hear the actress has now refused
Kamasutra 3D which was very much in news "The director Rupesh Paul is a very nice person
but nothing was on the Official Documents so far. The talks were verbal and there were other
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opportunities as well. Things were getting very delayed from the other side and as they say,
Bollywood is little fast and very much Organized." laughs out Kavita.
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